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INTRODUCTION 
The answer to the question in the title is: yes, for finitary algebraic 
theories. In general, colimits can be constructed naturally, if not precisely 
simply. In more detail, we assume that an epis-preserving monad (triple) a 
in a cocomplete, co-well-powered category 3’ is given. Then we present a 
construction of colimits of B-algebras, which is based on iteration of 
pushouts in the base category X. If the monad g is Iinitary then we show 
that no iteration is necessary (under mild additional assumptions). Thus, 
colimits of tinitary algebras can be directly constructed in X-we call such 
colimits simple. For example, colimits of lattices are simple (since lattices 
are finitary); colimits of o-complete semi-lattices are not simple, though 
coproducts are. 
If, on the other hand, & does not preserve epis then (1) the category XQ- 
of g-algebras need not be cocomplete and (2) even if 8 is fmitary, colimits 
need not be simple. An example of (1) in the category X = Pos of posets is 
exhibited, based on the first example (with X = graphs) of this kind, due to 
the first author 121. 
The present paper is a combination of several results: 
(a) Linton’s observation that coproducts in 3’” can be computed as 
reflexive coequalizers 18 1; 
(b) A construction of coequalizers in categories X(2”) of “algebras 
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without axioms” [3], plus the fact that the category .X’ is a subcategory of 
X(r> closed with respect to coequalizers [2]; 
(c) Barr’s result that tinitary, right exact algebraic theories have 
reflexive coequahzers, preserved by the forgetful functor V’~: X r -+.X [S 1. 
Barr assumes .,? to be EX5, which is rather special; we generalize his result, 
weakening extremely the hypothesis on .R. 
In a subsequent paper we shall investigate more closely simple colimits of 
universal algebras (in the category of sets). Inter alia, we shall present an 
infinitary variety which has simple colimits. 
I. COLIMIT CONSTRUCTION 
1.1. Throughout this section we assume that a cocomplete category .T is 
given together with a monad [9] (algebraic theory [lo]) 8. = (T,,u, r). 
Linton [ 81 has shown that the category .X” of g-algebras is cocomplete 
whenever it has (reflexive) coequalizers. In more detail, given a collection of 
K-algebras, say (Ai, S,), i E Z, denote the coproducts 
(with injections ui : A i + A and wi : TA, + B). We have natural morphisms 
6= U6,:B+A; k:B+ TA with k wi = TV, (i E Z). 
icl 
I.2 THEOREM (Linton [8]). The coproduct of algebras (Ai, Si) is 
obtained as the coequalizer (in .YYF) of T6 and ,u Tk. More precisely, let 





be a coequalizer, then u (A i, Si) = (C, y) (with injections c qA vi : A i -+ C). 
The pair TS and p Tk is reflexive, i.e., it has a common coretraction: put 
h = uiE, ‘la, : A + B then T&Th=T(u&Q=l; (p.Tk),Th= 
p TqA = 1. Hence, if X” has coequalizers of reflexive pairs then it is 
cocomplete (for, as is well known, the colimit of each diagram can be 
computed via coproducts and a reflexive coequalizer). 
1.3. We can proceed analogously with general colimits, not only 
coproducts. Let D: B --t .X” be a diagram of g-algebras (G is a small 
481/66/l-16 
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category; for each i E GPbj we have a K-algebra Di = (Ai, 6,)). Let 
D, : C3 + Z be the underlying diagram (D, i = A i). Put 
A = colim D, and B = colim TD, in .Z’ 
(with colimit injections vi : Ai + A and Wi : TA, + B). Again, we have natural 
morphisms 
6=colim6,:B+A; k:B-+TA with k wi = TV,. 
The following theorem is proved precisely as the above one in [8]. 
1.4. THEOREM. Let 





be a coequalizer in 2”. Then 
(C, y) = colim D in r”- 
with injections c . qA ui : A i + C. 
Starting from Td and ~1 Tk we shall now exhibit a construction of 
colim D in the category .XF, by iterating pushouts in X. 
1.5. Colimit Construction 
Given a diagram D in XF, let 6: B -+ A and k: B + TA be as above. We 
shall define chains U, V in 3; i.e., functors from Ord (the ordered category 
of ordinals) into X, and a transformation p: U+ V. (Given Ui,j and Ujqk we 
always assume that Ui,k is defined as Uj,k Ui,j, analogously with Vi,k.) 
First step. Let p = coeq( Td, p Tk) and q = coeq(T*& Tp T*k) be 
coequalizers in X: 
I -_------------, 
I TP 
T2B T=a ~T2A~Uo--+T’Vo=U, 
/ 
pl 
Tw.  T=k ; 1 uo.1 
fll PO: 
This defines U, and V,, ; put U, = TV,. Since Tp merges T2d and Tp T2k, 
there exists U,,, : U,, + U, with Tp = U,., q. Also p ,u merges T26 and 
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Tp TZk because p p . T’6 = p T6 . ,u = p . ,u Tk p = p ,u (Tp T’k). 
Hence there exists pO : U,, -+ V,, with p ,u = p,, q. 
Isolated step. Put vi+, = TVj. 
Given P,~: qj -+ vi and Uj,j+, : Uj + Uj, , = TVj, consider their pushout 
‘i,jt I Pj = Pj+ L uj,.j+ I : 




vi, i+ I 
Vi- v.+l 
This defines vi+!> p,i+ I and Vj,j+,. Put Uj+ ,,j+2 = Tlfi,/, , . 
Limit step. 
2 
~T~_-‘;T~7~~uij~~u2~; U23’TV% . . 
-TA-V-V . 
. 










wtl,otz= TV,,di . 
0 wtl 










Given a limit ordinal a and given the restriction of U, V and p to all 
ordinals smaller than a we define 
U, = colim Uj with canonical 
j<a 
uj,a: uj+ u,, 
V, = colim Vj with canonical 
j<a ‘,.a 
: yj+ v,, 
p, = colim p. 
.i<a 
I’ 
Finally, U,,, + 1 : U, + U,, 1 = TV, arises naturally from Uj+, = TV, 
(j < a). More precisely, Un,a+, is the unique morphism for which the 
following squares commute : 
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ui.it1 Uj - TVj 
(j < a). 
DEFINITION. We say that colimit construction stops after n steps 
(n E Ord) provided that U,,,, I is an isomorphism (equivalently, all lJn,n+j 
and all Vn,n+j are isomorphisms for j E Ord). In that case we define 
y: TV,+ V, by y=p, (U,,n+,)-‘: TV,,= U,,,- U,+ V,,. 
In the following theorem we assume that .,%V has a factorization system 
(8,.1). This means that (1) S is a class of epis, J is a class of monos and 
B n.H is the class of all isomorphisms and (2) each morphism factorizes, 
uniquely up to isomorphism, as an 8-epi, followed by an J-mono. 
1.6. COLIMIT THEOREM. Let 3’ be a cocomplete, &‘-co-well-powered 
category with a factorization system (8’,&). Let d be a monad in X, 
preserving 8-epis (i.e., e E B implies Te E 8). Then for every diagram D in 
;F”” 
(i) the colimit construction stops (say, after n steps); (V,, y) is a 6 
algebra; 
(ii) colim D = (V,, y) with respect to injections V,,, . p . na Vi : 
Ai+ v,. 
Particularly, the category 27” is cocomplete. 
ProoJ (a) We shall prove (by translinite induction) that U and V are 8- 
chains, i.e., that Ui,j E ip and Vi,j E 8. For this we shall need the following 
properties of (an arbitrary) factorization system: 
al. B is right cancellative, i.e., e, e, E 8 implies e, E 8; 
a2. 8 is closed to regular epis; 
a3. pushouts carry 8-epis (if e’ e = f’ f is a pushout of e, f then 
e E B implies f’ E 8); 
a4. colimits of chains carry 8-epis (if Si,j: Si + Sj is an &chain for 
i < j < a and if Si,, : Si + S, is its colimit then 
(1) Si,= E 8’ for each i; 
(2) given f: S, -+ T such that each f Si,n is in B then so is f ). 
All of these properties are easy to verify; see, e.g., [2] for (a3), [3] for (a4). 
Since p is a coequalizer, we have p E 8; by hypothesis, Tp E B follows. 
Now Tp = U,,, q E 8 implies U,., E 8. Also V,,, E 8 because it is 
opposite to U,,, in a pushout. The inductive step follows: if Ui,j+, E 8 then 
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also Vj,j+l E k? (opposite in a pushout) and Uj+l,j+Z = TVj,j+, E 8. The 
limit step follows from (a4). 
(b) The colimit construction stops: indeed, U,, has only a set of non- 
equivalent g-quotients (because X is Z-co-well-powered) and each 
u, j : u, + uj (j E Ord) 
is an g-quotient. Thus, there exist ordinals n < m with U,,, equivalent to 
U ,,,m; it easily follows that U,,, is an isomorphism and then so is Un,n+, . 
(c) (V,, , 7) = colim D. To prove this it suffices to show that 
is a coequalizer in XF (see Theorem 1.4). Let us introduce here the category 
X(T) of “B-algebras without axioms”: 
Objects are pairs (Q, 6) with Q EXobj and 6: TQ + Q a morphism; 
;noyF;rns Trf: (Q, 6) --t (Q’, 8’) are X-morphisms f: Q + Q’ with 
I 
Then Xg is a full subcategory of X(T); it is closed under the formation 
of coequalizers, see [2]. And V,,, p is a coequalizer of T6 and ~1 . Tk in 
X(03: this is proved in [3], where a colimit construction is exhibited, coin- 
ciding (for coequalizers) with the above and proved to yield the colimits 
whenever it stops. 
1.7. COROLLARY. Let X be a cocomplete, co-well-powered category. 
Then the category Xg is cocomplete for any monad & preserving epis. 
(Apply Theorem I.6 to (epis, extreme monos)-see [6].) 
1.8. Remarks. (a) The preceding corollary is proved in [2] and 
[7]-each time with a somewhat distinct proof. See [ 131 for a general result. 
(b) Another iterative construction of colimits of g-algebras has been 
presented by Schubert [ 111. His construction differs basically from the one 
above by using the transformations ~1, q on each isolated step (whereas they 
play no role in the above construction except, of course, to define ~1 . Tk). 
Starting with p, q, pO and U,,, as in 1.5, Schubert’s construction continues by 
letting p, be the coequalizer of Tp, and ,uV, . TU,,, and pz the coequalizer of 
Tp, and ,uV, . TU, .2, etc. : 
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-t. 
Construction I.5 is considerably simpler; also, it is not clear whether 
Schubert’s construction stops whenever d preserves epis. It does stop if d 
preserves colimits of no-chains for some limit ordinal n,-and the same is 
true about Construction I.5 : 
U,, =: colim Vi+, 
i<no 
= colim TV, = T(colim Vi) = TV,, =: U,,, 1. 
iino iino 
(c) Construction I.5 can be generalized to situations where morphisms 
=&:B-SA and k:B-+TA 
are given, not necessarily via any diagram. Thus, let us denote by P(T) the 
category of “relational algebras,” i.e., quadruples (A, B, 6, k) as above, where 
morphisms are pairs 
(f, g): (A, B, 4 k) + (A’, B’, 6’, k’) 




commutative. Then XK can be obviously considered as a full subcategory of 
X’*(T). And Construction I.5 yields, if it stops, reflections of relational 
algebras in the category XF. 
Thus, under the hypotheses of Theorem 1.6, the category ZF is 
(“constructively”) reflective in X*(T). This is proved in [7]. 
Related categories have already been considered by Kelly [ 121. 
Generalizing Schubert’s result above, he proves the reflexivity of the category 
fi in case & preserves colimits of n,-chains (or weaker colimits of this 
type). 
Let us observe that, regardless of whether d preservers epis, 3”’ is 
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reflexive in Z’*(T) iff .J? is cocomplete. The reflexion is a coequalizer of 
T6, ,U Tk in ZF. Conversely, for a diagram D: GFJ +.Z’r its colimit is the 
coequalizer of T6 and p Tk (see 1.3) which is obtained as the reflection of 
(A, B, 6, k). 
The categories Z’*(T) are discussed in [ 71. 
II. FINITARY MONADS AND RELATIONS 
II. 1. The aim of the present section is to prepare ground for the claim, 
made in the next section that finitary algebras have “simple colimits.” We 
shall prove that right exact monads &, preserving directed unions (both 
notions are explained below) have the property that the forgetful functor 
preserves reflexive coequalizers. Now, this is a theorem of Barr [5], who 
supposed the category Z to be so-called EX5, which is a very restrictive set 
of conditions. (All varieties of finitary algebras and the category of sets are 
EX5. But topological spaces, posets, u-lattices or complete lattices, etc., fail 
to be EX5.) Barr’s result was generalized by the first author [l] who 
weakened the hypothesis on the theory K: in place of preservation of filtered 
colimits he proved that it suffices that K preserves unions of w-sequences of 
split monos. 
We shall now generalize Barr’s result in another direction, weakening the 
hypothesis on Z. All we need is that .Y be well powered and have finite 
limits, directed unions and regular factorizations, i.e., a factorization system 
(regular epis, monos). These are very mild conditions, of course. The method 
for proving the mentioned theorem is a modification of that exhibited by 
Barr. We work with relations in a category . Since we do not assume that 
pullbacks preserve regular epis, relations must be treated carefully; e.g., 
composition of relations need not be associative ! 
11.2. In what follows we assume that Z’ is a finitely complete category 
with a factorization system (a, -4’). Then a relation r: A - B is a subobject 
of A x B. This can be represented either by an M-mono r: R +A x B or by 
a collectively J-mono pair ri : R -+ A and r2: R + B (i.e., a pair such that 
the induced morphism R +A x B is an J-mono). Relations are naturally 
ordered-as subobjects. 
The composition of relations r: A 2 B and s: B - C is defined as follows. 
Let r: R --) A X B and s: S + B X C be representations of r and s by M- 
monos.Thenalsorxl:RxC+AXBXCand lxs:AxS+AxBxC 
are &-monos, representing two subobjects of A x B x C. Now s . r: A - C 
is the image (in the sense of the factorization system) of 7~ [(r x 1) n 
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be a pullback and let 
m.e=7c,(rx 1).5=n.(sX l).F 
be an (8,J’)-factorization. Then s r is the subobject of A x C represented 
by m. 
It is easy to see that composition of relations is isotonic: 
r c r’ and s cs’ imply r. scr’ s’. 
The inverse relation r-’ : B -A is defined as follows for a relation 
r: A - B : if r is represented by 
r:R+AxB 
then r- ’ is represented by 
r.r:R+BxA, 
where <: A x B -+ B x A is the natural isomorphism. It is easy to verify that 
“inverse” reverses composition: (r . s)-’ = s-’ . r-‘. Also (r-l)-’ = r. 
11.3. A relation r: A - A is an equivalence if it is 
(i) reflexive, i.e., d, c r, where d, : A -+ A x A is the diagonal; 
(ii) symmetric, i.e., r = r-l; 
(iii) transitive, i.e., r . r c r. 
An example of equivalence is the kernel pair of a morphismfi A + B, i.e., 
the pair rl , rz: R + A, forming the pullback of f and f: In a number of 
categories (e.g., all varieties of algebras) kernel pairs are the only 
equivalences. On the other hand, in the category of topological spaces (or 
posets) there exist equivalences which are not even strict subobjects of 
A xA. 
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11.4. DEFINITION [5 1. A functor is right exact if it preserves 
coequalizers of pairs, representing equivalences. 
EXAMPLE. Every functor F: Set -+X and F: R-Vect -+ 3’ (where R-Vect 
is the category of vector spaces over a field R) is right exact. Indeed, 
coequalizers of equivalences in Set and R-Vect are split [9] hence absolute. 
Generally, to be right exact is a slightly stronger condition than to 
preserve regular epis. (If F is right exact, it preserves regular epis, because 
each regular epi is the coequalizer of its kernel pair.) 
11.5. Construction. Let X be a well-powered, finitely complete category 
with directed unions (of A-monos). Let r: A -A be a reflexive relation. 
Define a chain of relations ri, i an arbitrary ordinal, by transtinite induction: 
ra = IJ ri for a limit ordinal a. 
i<a 
Here {ri} denotes the least set of relations on A which contains ri and is 
closed under composition; its elements are: 
ri; ri ri; ri (ri ri); (ri ri) ri; (ri ri) . (ri r,); etc. 
Then 
(i) i < j implies ri c rj and each set ( ri} is directed; 
(ii) there exists an ordinal a such that 
r* = r a 
is an equivalence; 
(iii) r* is the least equivalence, containing r; 




have the same coequalizer (if any). 
Proof: Since r is reflexive, clearly so are all ri because a composition of 
reflexive relations is reflexive. Now, for each i, ri E {ri} implies ri c ri+ , . It 
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easily follows that ri c rj wheneveri < j. Also each { ri} is directed: given s’, 
s” E {ri} then also s = s’ . S” E (ri} and we have 
3’ = s’ . A c s’ S” = s and S” = A s” c s’ s” = s 
Since X is well powered, there exist ordinals a < /I with ra = r4 (or else, 
A x A would have a proper class of distinct subobjects). It follows that 
hence ra is transitive. Each ri is reflexive and symmetric (r,, is symmetric 
since r; ’ =(r.r-l)-‘=r.r-‘=ro; by transfinite induction each ri is 
symmetric). Therefore, rn is an equivalence. Put r* = ra. 
If f is any equivalence, containing r, then 1 contains each ri. Indeed (1) 
rO=r. r -‘ct. t-1 = t; (2) if ri c t then also s c t for each s E {ri}, hence 
ri+ 1 c t; and (3) r4 = UiCD ri c t provided that ri c t for each i < 8. Thus, t 
contains 9. 
Finally, given representations as in (iv) and given a morphismf: A -+ B we 
shall verify that 
f.r,=f.r, iff f rT = f ., rf. 
Since r c r*, clearly f rf = f . r$ implies f . r, = f . r2. The converse is 
also proved easily: let t be the equivalence, represented by the kernel pair of 
J If f . r, = f r2 then r c t. There follows r* c t, hence f r: = f . rr. 
Thus, r and r* have the same coequalizer. 
11.6. CONVENTION. A functor, not necessarily preserving subobjects, is 
said to preserve a union m = Uis, mi if 
imFm= U imFm, 
isi 
where im denotes the image with respect to the factorization system @,A). 
11.7. LEMMA. Let 27 be a category with pullbacks and directed unions. 
Then for every monad 6, preserving directed unions, the category X’ has 
directed unions, preserved by 2V ir: .Z’ + X. 
Proo$ Let mi: (Ai, Si)+ (C, 7) b e a directed family of subalgebras (i.e., 
mi E A). Let 
m=Um,:A+C 
iol 
and let Tm = n e; Tm, = n, e, be image factorizations. 
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By hypothesis, n = (Jia, n, . Consider the pullback (n . y) . rii = m h of n y 
and m. For each i we have the embeddings vi: A i + A and Wi: AT + A * and 
m (vi Si) = mi di = y . Tm, = (y n) (wi e,). 
Therefore, there exists ui: TA, -+ D with 4 . ui = wi . e, (and h ui = ui Si). 
Now, m E J implies 4 E J; since e, E S we can use the diagonal fillin 
(see [lo]) to obtain 
u’,:A,*+D with Gi zii = wi 
hence 
n, = n wi = (n ii) q. 
Now, each n, factorizes through n rii and n = lJ q-therefore 6 is an 
isomorphism. 
Definea: TA+A by 
and note that 
m.d=y.n.e=y.Tm. (*> 
It suffices to verify that (A, S) is a E-algebra; then clearly (A, 6) is the union 
of (Ai, Si) (more precisely, m = U mi in XiF with respect to m: (A, S) -+ 
(C, y), which is a homomorphism by (*)). This will prove the lemma. 
To prove 6 . g, = 1 we use the fact that m is a mono: 
rn.6.qA=y.Trn,fla by (*I 
= y qc. m 9 is a transformation 
=m y “Ic= 1. 
Analogously, to prove 6 TS = 6 pa we use the same mono: 
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rn. 6.pA=y. Tm .pA bY (*I 
= y. pc. T2m ,u is a transformation 
= y Ty . T2m Y,PU,=Y. TY 
=y.T(m,J) bY (*I 
=m.6. TS by (*) again. 
11.8. THEOREM. Let X be a fmitely complete, well-powered category with 
directed unions and regular factorizations. Let d be a right exact monad, 
preserving directed unions. Then % g : Xv + X preserves reflexive 
coequalizers. 
Remark. In the above theorem we have abandoned an arbitrary 
factorization system and we work with (regular epi, mono)-factorizations. 
The only reason for this is that we need a transfer to a factorization system 
(a”, A’) in X’; hence we need d to preserve Z’-epis, see [lo]. Since d is 
right exact, it preserves regular epis. If 6, moreover, preserves 8-epis, then it 
suffices that X have (8, A)-factorizations for an arbitrary d. 
In III. 12 we shall see that it does not suflice in the above theorem that d 
preserve regular epis (rather then be right exact) even for “nearly unary” 
theories B in the category of Hausdorff spaces. 
Proof of theorem. The category XK has finite limits, is well powered and 
has directed unions (11.7) and regular factorizations-indeed, PK creates all 
limit and all those colimits, preserved by d (hence, creates coequalizers of 
equivalences). Thus, Construction II.5 applies to X’. 
Let J; g: P-+ Q be a reflexive pair in X”. The induced morphism 
P+ Q x Q has a regular factorization, say 
PER---l_lQxQ. 
Moreover, P’r %‘e is the regular factorization of the morphism, induced 
by %“f, P”g. Since e is epi, the coequalizer off, g coincides with that of 
n, r, rcZ r (where K~: Q x Q--f Q are projections). The same holds for the 
coequalizer of %“S, P/“g. Thus, it suffices to show that P’” preserves 
coequalizers of pairs representing reflexive relations (r is reflexive sincef, g 
have a common coretraction). 
Since PF creates finite limits, it preserves relations, their composition and 
inverse relations. It also preserves directed unions 01.7). Hence, it 
“preserves” Construction II.5 ; more precise1 y : 
gKr* = (&‘r)*, 
Since r and r* have the same coequalizer, and so do %/“r and (%‘I-)*, and 
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since 5PF preserves the coequalizer of the equivalence r*, it follows that P/” 
preserves the coequalizer of r. 
11.9. If X and d are as in the above theorem then the functor P’” 
preserves finite cointersections (pushouts) of regular quotients, see [5]. If the 
theory g not only preserves directed unions but also directed colimits (is 
Jinitary) then P g preserves cointersections. Indeed, P R preserves both finite 
and directed cointersections, thus all cointersections. 
11.10. COROLLARY. Let X be a complete and cocomplete, well- 
powered category with regular factorizations. Then for each finitary, right 
exact monad 5 in 2’ 
(a) 2V ‘- preserves cointersections; 
(b) quotient algebras of any g-algebra (A, 6) form a complete lattice, 
which is a complete sublattice of the lattice of quotients of A. 
Proof: Since .X is well powered, it is also regularly co-well powered 
(proof: for distinct regular quotients, represented by f, : A --+ B, and 
fi: A + B,, their kernel pairs pl, q, and p2, q2 are distinct subobjects of 
A x A, because fi is the coequalizer of pi, qi for i = 1,2). Since 3’ is 
complete, the quotient posets Q(A) of any object A form a complete lattice: 
the intimum of any set of regular epis fi: A + Bi is obtained as regular 
coimage of the induced morphism A -+ n Bi. 
Z?/” preserves (indeed, creates, in the sense of [9]) regular factorizations 
and limits. Hence X” is well powered (hence, regularly co-well powered) 
and complete. Moreover, the embedding 
Q"M 4 - Q(A) 
of the quotient lattice of (A, 6) in Z’“, which is induced by P”, preserves 
inlima. Now, by (a), which was proved above, %!/” also preserves suprema 
(=cointersections). Hence, Q”(A, 6) is a complete sublattice of Q(A). 
III. SIMPLE COLIMITS 
III. 1. Given a diagram D of algebras, its colimit is the coequalizer of T6 
and p Tk, see 1.4. The situation with colim D is extremely simplified 
provided that this coequalizer can be computed in the base category Z’. If 
this is the case, we say that D has a simple colimit: 
111.2. DEFINITION. A diagram D in the category XF is said to have a 
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simple colimit if the forgetful functor P’” creates the coequalizer of T6 and 
,u . Tk. In more detail let 
be a coequalizer in Z’. Then colim D is simple if there exists y: TC -+ C such 
that c: (TA, ,u) + (C, 7) is the coequalizer of T6 and ,B Tk in Z’? 
For example, if the monad d preserves reflexive coequalizers then P’” 
creates them, hence Z’F has simple colimits. This is the case, e.g., of /3- 
compactitication of completely regular spaces; thus, compact spaces (which 
are the corresponding algebras) have simple colimits in the category of 
completely regular spaces. 
111.3. EXAMPLE. Coproducts of complete semi-lattices are simple. Denote 
by 9 = (P, p, q) the power-set monad of complete semi-lattices (in X = Set). 
Given complete semi-lattices (Ai, SUpi) for i E I, put 
A=UA, and B = UPA, in Set; 
ieI id 
6:~ --+A; S(X) = sup, X forXEPA,; 
k:B+PA; k(X)=X (PAi c PA for each i). 
Then Pa, ~1 Pk: PB + PA are as follows. Given 3E E PB we have x = 
(X, ; t E T}, where X, E PAi, (with i, E I for t E 7). Then 
ps(x)= IsuPitxtlteT9 
Pk@)= u X,. 
fET 
It is easy to find the coequalizer of P6 and ,u . Pk in Set: it is 
C:P(UA,)+nAi, 
d9 = 1xllis19 where~~=sup,(YnA,)for YcUA,. 
Moreover, endowing the set n Ai with the semi-lattice structure of a 
product, the map c becomes a homomorphism. It follows that (JJ Ai, sup) = 
u(Ai, sup,) is a simple coproduct, via the observation below. 
111.4. Observation. Let x have a factorization system (8,J) and let 
the monad d preserve 8epis. Then colim D is simple iff for the coequalizer 
(in Z) c = coeq(T6, ,U Tk) 
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there exists a morphism y: TC + C with y Tc = c ,u. For X = Set, colim D 
is simple iff the equivalence ker(c) is a congruence on the free algebra 
(TA, ~1. 
Proof. This follows from the result on categories X(T), mentioned 
already in I.6 (part (c) of the proof): it suffices to show that c is a 
coequalizer in X(7’), and this is evident. For X= Set, each monad 
preserves epis. 
111.5. COROLLARY. ,Let X be a cocomplete, &?-co-well-powered category 
with a factorization system (8,J); let d preserve .2?‘-epis. If the forgetful 
functor 22’“: XF +X preserves reflexive coequalizers, then Z’ has simple 
colimits. 
Proof. The pair T6 and ,u . Tk is reflexive (see Theorem 1.2). Under the 
present hypothesis, fl is cocomplete (see Theorem 1.6); hence there exists a 
coequalizer 
VW=+=3 (~,PU) A cc9 Y) 
in .p. And P’” preserves this coequalizer; thus 
TB+JTA--r,C 
is a coequalizer in X. The operation y is what is required in the preceding 
observation. 
111.6. THEOREM. Let Z be a cocomplete, finitely complete and well- 
powered category with regularfactorizations. Let d be a right exact monad. 
If d preserves directed unions (particularly, if F is 
finitary), then ZF has simple colimits. 
Proof: Combine Theorems III.5 and 11.8. Since X is well powered, it is 
also regularly-co-well powered, for distinct regular quotients have distinct 
kernel pairs. 
111.7. Remark. In particular, all finitary monads in Set (groups, lattices, 
vector spaces, etc.) have simple colimits. 
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111.8. EXAMPLE. Coproducts of semigroups. 
Let Y’ = ((-)+, ,D, q) be the (string) monad of semigroups in Set: X+ is the 
set of all non-void strings (xi ,..., x,) in X, f + sends (xi ,..., x,) to 
u-(x*L fkl>); II sends x E X to (x) E X+ and ,u: X+ + -B X+ is the con- 
catenation : 
A(Xl,l Y*‘*) Xl.“,), (x2,1- x2,n*L (x,.1 )..‘9 %,“,>) 
= (x 1. I ,-**9 XlJf, x2.1 9***, -%,n*‘“.’ -5.1 ,...,Xr,n,>. 
Given semigroups (A i, i) for i E I, we put 
A=UA, and B = LIA: in Set 
icl icl 
(or, simply, A = lJis,Ai and B = U,,,A: assuming A: nAf =0 for 
i#j). Then 6:B-+A is defined by 6(x,,...,x,)=xi .ix2 .i,,. ‘ix,, if 
6 i ,..., x,) E A ,+, i E 1, while k: B --) A + is the inclusion map (B c A +). Thus, 
the maps 6’ and ,D . kt are defined as follows. Given { = (& ,..., I&) in Bf 
with & = (x,, i ,..., x,,,,) E A ,T then 
,u(P kt (r) = (x,,~ , x1.2 ,..., xi #, ,..., x,,, , x,,* ,..., xn.& The coequalizer of 
6+, p. k+: B+ -+A+ = (UA,j+ is c: (lJAJ+ +C with C= {(xi,...,x,)E 
(UAi)+; xt E Ai implies xttl & Ai for 1 < t < r}. The map c is the obvious 
reduction of an arbitrary string (yi ,...,JJ,,, in 
(in which Y,, y,, , 
E A, are reduced to y ), y U f i to a string belonging to C 
Thus, we know that’ C can be equippdd’w:th’a semigroup multiplication * 
such that (C, *) =I& (Ai, .J. Indeed, this is 
(x , ,*a-9 %) * (J’,,..., Y,) = (xi ,..., x,, Y, ,..., Y,) if X, E Ai, yi E Aj and i # j, 
(x IT.**YX”) * (YIY***P Y,)= (X1,*-*, X,-l, X, ‘i J’,, J’2 ,..., J’,) if X,, J’i EAi. 
111.9. EXAMPLE. Colimits of complete (or u-complete) semi-lattices are 
not simple (though coproducts are, by 111.3!). 
Let us consider the following diagram D of complete semi-lattices (objects 
A,,A;,A,,A;,... and morphismsf,, g,, f2, g, ,... ): 
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The colimit of the underlying diagram D, in Set is 
A = {Yi}zl u {zi}el u {xIY ul} 
with 
VI * . A I --t A the inclusion map and 
v;:A;+A; til+zi,t;l+u,, 
v,:A,+A; yi~yi,zi~zI,xi~zi-,,ui~ul (forif 1). 
The colimit of PD, is 
with 
B = [ c (PAi- {0, {Xi}, {Ui}, {Xi, ui})] UPA, 
i=2 
w, : PA r + B the inclusion map and 
w;:PA;+B; 0 t-i 09 {ti} w {Zi}, {t;) +? {Ul)v lti2 Cl ++ jziT utl; 
wi:PAi+B; Ixi} ++ {zi-l}T l”i} t-t {“l}Y {xi, Ui} ++ {zi-13 ullY 
T ++ Tfor all other T c Ai (for i # 1). 
We shall denote xi = vi(Ai) - {u,} for i= 1, 2, 3,...; xi c A. The maps 
&B+A and k:B+PA are as follows. Given TcA,, TEB: 
6(T) = zi if card T> 2, T# {ui, yi) and T# (ul,x,}; 
6(0) = ul ; 6({ Yl}) = Yiv 6( {zi}) = zi9 6( Ix1 }) = x1 ; 
4{Ul I> = u1; d({xl 9 ul}>=xl; 6((uiT Yi}) = Yi; 
while 
k(T)=T ifui,xie Tori= 1; 
k(T) = CT- {x,1>‘-’ k-11 ifx,E T,ui& Tandif 1; 
WI = P-- {uil)‘-J 1~11 ifu,E T,Xi& Tandi# 1; 
k(T)= (T- {Ui,Xi})U {u1,Zi-l} ifx,, ui~ Tand if 1. 
Let 
PB+bPAA C 
be a coequalizer in Set. We shall find sets X,, X, E PA such that 
4x, > -f 4X*) 
481/66/l-17 
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but, in the colimit of D in Set 9, i.e., in the coequalizer 
(P& Pu) * (PA, cl) A (Co, Y) 
we have c&X,) = c&Y,). 
This will show that the colimit of D is not simple. To this end, let X, = A 
and X, = {zzn; n E NJ. It is evident that c&Y,) = c&Y,) is the largest 
element of C,. We shall now verify that c(X,) # c(X,). 
Given Z E PB and i = 1,2,3,... then 
(1) P&X) n Xi z 0 implies ~1 Pk(Z) n (XL-, n ZJ f  0 (proof: we 
have T,EZ with s(r,JETi, then T,,- {u,}cA~ or T,-{z~-i}c~~-~; 
hence ~(T,,)c~~U~~-~; we have ,u. Pk(Z)= iJ,,,k(T)); 
(2) p Pk@) n Xi # 0 implies P&Z) n (ifi U ifi+ 1) f  0 (proof: we 
have T, E Z with k(7’J r\l& # 0, then 7’,, c Ai or zi E To ; hence S(T,,) c 
A,UA,+,). 
It easily follows that c(A) # c({z,.}~=J. Indeed, if the coequal&r merges 
A and {zz,,} then there exist C, ,..., Zp-, E PB 
such that PS(.Zj) =/I . Pk(Cj-1) = Yj and A = P&C,); {zzn} =p . Pk(C,-1) 
(or, conversely, A =,u Pk(C,-,); {zz.} = P&Z,,), which is analogous). For 
every i = 1,2,3 ,... we have A nxi # 0; hence, by (1) 
{zin]n(A;-,u... uXi)+O. 
This is a contradiction: we can certainly find i such that no power of 2 lies 
in the interval (i - p, i) and then {z*“} n (xi-, U ... Uxi) = 0. 
Since all semi-lattices considered above were countable, the same example 
serves to show that a-complete semi-lattices do not have simple colimits. 
111.10. EXAMPLE. Ordered algebras need not have coproducts. 
Let us define a monad g in the category Pos of posets and isotonic maps, 
such that PosR does not have coproducts (a will not preserve epis, of 
course). An analogous example in the category of graphs has been exhibited 
in [2]. 
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For each poset A denote 
A’3’={(x,y,z)EA~A~A;x<y<z}+(~) 
and for each isotonic map f: A + B detinef’3’: A’3’ + B’3’ by 
.P3)(4 Y, z) = f”‘(r) = r iff(x) = f(y) or f(y) = f(z); 
.P3)(X> YY z> = (f(x), f(v), f(z)> ifAx) <f(y) <f(z). 
Denote by PA ‘3) the following , poset of all subsets of A’3’: 
X< Yiff X=0 orX= Y(X, YcA’~‘). 
Now we define d = (T, ,u, a). 
TA = A + PAc3’ (a disjoint union of two posets); 
qA;A-+A +PA’3’ is the first injection; 
pu,:A+PA’3’+P(A+PA’3’)‘3’=A+PA’3)+PA’3)-+A+PA’3) is 1, on 
‘4, IPAo, on both copies of PA’3’. 
Define g-algebras (A,, 6,) and (A,, 6,) as follows: 
A,= {xl,~l,zll with x, < y, < z,; 
then A’,3’={t,,<}, where fr=(xr,~,,zr), and we define d,:A,+P{t,,t}-+A,: 
a,= lA,onA,,6,=constz, onP{t,,r}. 
TA1 ----.--------.---.-..-. . . . . . .-. .** 
1 
Analogously, A, = {x2, y,, z2}, Ai3’ = {tz, l), 6, = const zZ on P{tz, LJ}. 
These g-algebras (A,, 6,) and (A, ,6,) have no coproduct in POST. 
ProoJ: Assume that, to the contrary, (B, 6) is the coproduct with 
injections u, : A, -+ B, v2: A, + B. Since (A,, 6,) and (A,, 6,) are isomorphic, 
u, and v2 are clearly split monos (hence, one-to-one maps). Put z = S(0); 
then 
dz,,) = ~,(4(0)> = V~,@)) = z, 
Q(q) = z; 
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put X; = vi(xi) and y; = o,(y,) for i = 1, 2; then xi < JJ; < z in B. Put t: = 
(xi, y;, z) E Bc3’ for i = 1,2. It is easy to verify that JJ~ # y;, hence t{ # t;. 
Since u, is a 6-homomorphism, we see that 
and, analogously, 
S(Q) = z for my Q = It;, 4 
S(Q) = z for any Q c {t;,r}. 
On the other hand, it follows from the properties of coproducts, that 6 is one- 
to-one on PBt3’ - (exp{t;, r} U exp{t;, <}). Put K = {z’ E B; z’ > z}. We 
have 0 < {t{ , t;} in B (j), thus z = S(0) < S( { t; , t;}); put z,, = 6( { t; , t; }): as 
mentioned above, z0 # z, hence z0 E K. Analogously, define t, = (y; , z, q,), 
then 0 < t, implies z = S(QJ) ( 8{t, }-we see that cardK > 2. Now, for 
every non-void subset R c K put 
Then 6(R*) E K (because 0 < R* and &a) # 6(R*)). Therefore we get a 
one-to-one map R I-+ 6(R*) from PK - {@a) into K-a contradiction, because 
card K > 2 implies card(PK - {PI}) > card K. 
111.11. EXAMPLE. Finitary ordered algebras need not have simple 
coproducts. 
Proceed analogously as above, defining a submonad KU = (T, , pu,, q,) of 
E- by 
TWA = A + PwAt3), where PoAC3’ is the sub-poset of PAt3’ 
overfifinite subsets of At3’. 
Clearly, gW is a finitary monad which, moreover, preserves finite algebras. 
The algebras (Al, 6,) and (AZ, 8,) above are KU-algebras which do not have 
a simple coproduct (but they have a coproduct, by 1.8~). Indeed, if the 
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coproduct were simple, it would be a quotient of T,(A, + AZ), which is 
finite. But the coproduct (A I, 6,) + (A,, 6,) is infinite. The proof is as above: 
we define K, show that card K > 2 and we have a one-to-one map 
R I-+ 6(R*) 
from P,K - (0) into K. Then K is infinite, else card (P,K - {O}) > card K. 
111.12. EXAMPLE. Unary algebras on Hausdorff spaces do not have 
simple colimits, though their monad is finitary and preserves regular epis. 
Consider pretopological unary algebras, i.e., topological spaces X 
equipped with a transformation E: X-+X, not necessarily continuous. 
Homomorphisms between them are continuous maps, respecting the unary 
operation. This is a monad in the category Top, which is easily seen to have 
simple colimits (its coequalizers, indeed all colimits, are preserved by the 
forgetful functor). Yet, its restriction to Hausdorff spaces fails to have simple 
colimits. 
For simplicity, we consider the monad k? = (T, p, rj) of idempotent unary 
pretopological algebras in Haus (the category of Hausdorff spaces). This 
monad is a sum of the identity and the discrete identity. (We denote by X,, 
the discrete space on the same set as the given space X; points x E X are 
denoted by x,, when considered in X0). More precisely: 
TX = X + X,, ; Tf = f + f for a continuous map f: X + Y; 
clx: (x+x,)+ (X+&Jo +X+X,, embeds X onto X and all three copies 
of X,, onto X,, ; thus px(x) = x and PJx,,) = x0 (x E X); 
qx :X-P X + X, embeds X onto X, thus qx(x) = x. 
It is clear that T preserves filtered colimits, coproducts, and regular epis 




. . . 
. Z*X{b) . 
at& . -- -._.__ ~. 
bw t 
Denote by Z* = Z + {-co, +co } the usual two-point completion of 
integers (with the finest topology such that lim,,, n = + co and 
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lim,+,(-n)=-co). Define a space X=Z*xNx (a,b} + (a,,b,,t) to 
have the finest topology such that 
a, = lim (+a~, n, a) and’ b, = lim (+a~, n, b) 
n+m n+zc 
and that each subspace Z* x {n, x} with n E N, x = a, b is homeomorphic to 
Z*. Define an idempotent operation E: X,, +X by 
&(-a, n, b) = (-a, n, a), 
E(+CO, n, b) = (+a~, n + 1, a), 
db,) = G 
E(X) =x for all remaining x E X. 
Finally, define a continuous map f: X+X by 
f(z, n, b) = (z + 1, n, b), 
f@>=x forall xEX-ZXNX {b}. 
We claim that the coequalizer of 6-homomorphisms 
1; 1,:(x,~)-+(x~) 
in Haus” is not simple. 
The coequalizer off, 1,: X+X in Haus is clearly the following quotient 
space h:X+A ofX: 
A = (Z* x A’ x {al) + {rn}nc,v + {a,, b,, t}, 
h(z, n, b) = rn for z E Z*, n E N, 
h(x) =x otherwise. 
Further, the coequalizer off, 1,: X0 +X0 in Haus is the following discrete 
space h’: X0 + Ah: 
&,=A U {(+oo,n,b), (-~n,b)},,,, 
h’(fco, n, b) = (*a~, n, b), else h’ = h. 
Finally the coequalizer of Tf, Tl,, i.e., off + f, 1, + 1,: X + X,, +X t X, is 
hth’:XtX,+AtA;=B. 
Now, the maps 6: A t A&+ A and k: A t A; + A t A,, are defined as 
follows: 
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is= 1, onA; 
q-co, 4 b)o = (--co, n, a), 
6(x,) = x otherwise; 
k= 1, +P, where p: A& 
d(+co, n, b)O = (+a), n + 1, a), 6(&J, = t; 
-+A, is the natural factorization. 




With the above description of 6 and k, it is easy to see that (since b, is not 
in the image of 6): 
cw + c&J with t,aEAcA+A,. v> 
Now we can readily verify that the coequalizer off, 1, is not simple. If, 
conversely, it is simple, then there exists an operation y: Co + C such that 
c’= c (h + h) 9: (X, E) -+ (C, JJ) is the coequalizer of J 1,: (X, E) + (X, E). 
Since E(Z, n, 6) = (z, n, b) for z E Z, n E ZV, clearly y(c(r,)) = c(T,). Further, 
?(+a~, n, b) = c(T,,) while E(+OO, n, b) = (+a~, n + 1, a). By E. E = y c’ it 
follows that ?(+a~, n, b) = ?(+a, n + 1, a), n E N. Since c is continuous, we 
get 
F(b,) = $z,). 
Finally, c(b,) = t and ~(a,) = a, yields the contradiction with (t): 
E(t) = E(u,). 
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